Setting “Hidden” quiz scores to “Shown”

If your Quiz Review Options are set to not include “Scores” during all three time periods, Moodle will hide completed quiz scores from the students in the quiz page itself and in the gradebook. You can check to see if quiz scores are hidden by entering the gradebook in your course and looking at the quiz scores. If the title and scores for a quiz are displayed in gray, the scores for that quiz are hidden. After you have changed the review options for the quiz (see the “Setting up Quiz Review Options” tutorial) you may follow the procedure below to set the “Hidden” quiz scores to “Shown.”

1. In your course, under the administration menu, click on the “Grades” option to go to the gradebook.

2. In the gradebook, select the “Edit: Categories and Items” option from the “Choose and action…” pull down menu at the top left hand side of the gradebook page. This will take you to a page that allows you to edit each item in the gradebook.

3. The quiz will have a “Hidden” icon next to it. The hidden icon looks like a closed eye. Click on this icon to toggle the status from “Hidden” to “Shown.”

4. Once you have clicked the “Hidden” icon, the status will change to “Shown” and the icon will change to an open eye. The quiz scores are now set to “Shown” and will be visible to students who have taken the quiz.

5. If you return to the gradebook, you will see that the quiz name now appears as a blue link and the scores appear in black. This indicates that the quiz scores are visible to the students.